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Basket and ball level 25

TECHNIQUETo date we will learn how to go dribbling. IMPORTANT Cross dribble is important because it allows you to quickly change direction on the court. VOCABULARYCrossover Dribble: A maneuver in which a player dribbling a ball switches the ball quickly from one hand to another in order to
change direction. When going through dribbling, it is important: So Hi games are really quite fun, and they usually make every game with a theme like basketball or movies ... but in Hello Guess 100 have the best 100 puzzles from many of their other games, all in 1 small application. Pretty great! We
looked all over the net, and from the date of the post no other website actually provided all the answers to all the packs, so we thought we'd help you out! Let us know if you notice a new pack or something missing! Answers 100% of users think it's useful. What do you think? users think it's useful. What do
you think? You will receive a trophy for your first vote on the game help guru and 2 reputations for each voice cast. Social +302 There are a total of 3 comments in our general Hi Guess 100 chat. Tap here to see. $19.99 $19.99 $30.99$30.99 Visit the Help section or contact us This game is in the playlist
Press space to jump down and bounce. Press left and right arrow keys to move left and right. Press space bar to quickly activate power mode and jump higher. Jump to cart to beat the level. Mat! Play the classic strategy game. You can attack a computer, a friend or join a match against another player
online. Swing through the jungle from tree to tree! Beat levels to unlock new monkey skins. He overtook his rivals in the final helicopter arena. Get upgrades and superpowers, avoid poisonous fog, and be the last flying! Hop in your hot air balloon and prepare for adventure! Solve a whole new task on
each island. Test your goal in online multiplayer! Race your opponent to get to zero first. You will need to calculate your own score. Play the classic game or mix it with a whole new action mode: fireballs, blasters, gravity wells and more! Your pineappy is trapped on top of a huge tower! Jump over pits of
lava and avoid dangerous traps to save him. Grow your civilization during the Bronze Age. Collect food, research technology, defend yourself from other civilizations, and build a world miracle! You can't jump in this strange and unusual world. Fortunately, you can summon the mountains underfoot. And
get rich with a dirty stiner. Let's get rolled! It may not look much at first, but we feel you will earn trillions of points in no time. Hit a scream into the top corner, or an epic save in this penalty shootout. Take your skills online and become a world champion! Fill the board with bricks! How many points can you
score before you get stuck? Step up and spin the wheel in this cool way to learn about probabilities! Guess higher or lower to win big points. You play it safe, or like a nice day to go fishing! Cast your line and reel in the legendary fish. Earn money to buy new hooks and skills. The pig is on the run! Help
him prevent him from escaping by placing stone walls to block his path. Connect all pipes of the same color. The pipes can not pass, and you have to fill all the space with pipes! This game is in playlists Press space to jump down and bounce. Press left and right arrow keys to move left and right. Press
space bar to quickly activate power mode and jump higher. Jump to cart to beat the level. Mat! Play the classic strategy game. You can attack a computer, a friend or join a match against another player online. Swing through the jungle from tree to tree! Beat levels to unlock new monkey skins. He
overtook his rivals in the final helicopter arena. Get upgrades and superpowers, avoid poisonous fog, and be the last flying! Hop in your hot air balloon and prepare for adventure! Solve a whole new task on each island. Test your goal in online multiplayer! Race your opponent to get to zero first. You will
need to calculate your own score. Play the classic game or mix it with a whole new action mode: fireballs, blasters, gravity wells and more! Your pineappy is trapped on top of a huge tower! Jump over pits of lava and avoid dangerous traps to save him. Grow your civilization during the Bronze Age. Collect
food, research technology, defend yourself from other civilizations, and build a world miracle! You can't jump in this strange and unusual world. Fortunately, you can summon the mountains underfoot. And get rich with a dirty stiner. Let's get rolled! It may not look much at first, but we feel you will earn
trillions of points in no time. Hit a scream into the top corner, or an epic save in this penalty shootout. Take your skills online and become a world champion! Fill the board with bricks! How many points can you score before you get stuck? Step up and spin the wheel in this cool way to learn about
probabilities! Guess higher or lower to win big points. Will you play it safe or risk it all? Looks like a nice day to go fishing! Cast your line and reel in the legendary fish. Earn money to buy new hooks and skills. The pig is on the run! Help him prevent him from escaping by placing stone walls to block his
path. Connect all pipes of the same color. The pipes can not pass, and you have to fill all the space with pipes! 2D Crazy Basketball Play Show off your skill focused with the ball! Choose through different scenarios and customize your view of how many balls you can net before you lose? Use mouse to
aim. 100 Meters Race Play Running over fast lane ... Challenge furious runners with your favorite track and field national team and try to score podium medals to advance to the next stage and buy upgrades... Can you win the championship? Left arrow and right arrow to start. Bartender Right Mix Play
Show what you can do when it comes to making the perfect perfect or not? Choose over many liqueurs, drinks and sweet syrups to make the perfect blend of cocktail without falling in the attempt. Mouse over option and left click to select. Basketball Line Play Draw the perfect shoot! On each level draw
lines to make the ball go to the basket, on each level you will find a harder challenge and more balls to be netted ... How many levels can you continue? Mouse and click to draw lines. Cliff Diving Play Dive as a master of the reef, carefully preparing the jump, timing flip and rushing landing, your skills will
be tested at each level and the stars will be awarded depending on your performance, how far can you get? Mouse to jump, flip and land. Dunk Shot Play How high can you go chaining your shots on each cart...? Aim carefully and accurately without letting the ball fall, collect green pieces for bonus points
and see how many points you can score on one run. Mouse to aim and click to throw the ball. Gold Digger Play Mine a lot of gold as you can, as one of the best miners out there to use the drilling claw to collect the required amount of gold on each level, other minerals can be collected, but nothing more
valuable than gold, can you complete all the levels? Mouse to control de claw. Swish Play ovnis want to play basketball, teach them how you do ... Aim each level with ease and precision to clean the ball in the basket while you collect as many stars as possible to maximize your score. Mouse to aim and
shoot. Perfect Hoopz Play Shoot basket balls like a sling shot on each level and net the required amount of balls inside the basket, think wisely and aim accurately at each level to score the required points and solve all the levels. Mouse to shoot, Spacebar to cancel to shoot. 3 Point Rush Play Feeling
lucky to net a 3-point shoot? Use your skills by swiping and try to get a lot of points before running out of chances, but it won't be easy, the defender will try to block you out and the board will get tricky... are you up to the challenge? Drag the mouse over the target and set the performance. Baseball Pro
Game Play Show your skills as a real snail! Use wisely 10 ball chances you have to make the perfect swing, depending on how far you hit the ball, more points will be awarded ... How much can you score in one game? Mouse left click to swing the bat. Animal Olympics Triple Jump Play Watch these
crazy animals in your own Olympics! Challenge the leaderboard at triple jump event, how far can you jump after the third jump? Left and right click to start up key to jump every time. Basketball Tribe Play Get ready for the ultimate basketball shooting challenge, use the skills to throw balls into moving
boards as you try to reach those with bigger bonus points and those with power ups that will keep time running and numbers grow... are you up to the challenge? Cube Field Play Run through the cube box, trying to go as far as you can without crashing with any cube that stumbled, how long can you
continue to avoid obstacles? left/right click to control the arrow. Track Racer 2 Play Challenge furious and fast riders through incredible coast scenarios! Run with cars or bicycles and put the pedal on metal and make your opponents eat dust, use the money earned to upgrade your rides and be invincible!
Left/right keys to drive, up key to acceleration, down key to brake. Trick Hoops Challenge Play Show off your basketball shooting skills in hrs similarly game, at each level challenge, or be a challenge to make a trick shot, if you win the challenge 1 point will be awarded if the free challenge of 1 point will be
awarded to the opponent, the one who scores 3 points to win the game ... Can you beat them all? Move the mouse and mouse left click.. American Football Kick Play Show your kicking skills with the ball, on each round trying to score as many field goals as you can, carefully focused and adjusting your
strength to achieve maximum score. Space bar to lock the view and power. Bloons Tower Defense 4 Play Help monkeys from attack balloons, choose your stage, desired difficulty and set the ultimate defense, putting defensive towers all over the road to destroy each balloon, think fast and spend wisely
to complete all rounds. Mouse click and select. American Football Challenge Play Are you brave enough to catch the ball? Wait for the pass from the quarterback and try to catch each ball to get enough points and secure the game... How long can you keep it up at every game? Use mouse to try to catch
the ball. Bomb's 4 Play Bombers are back! Challenge other bomber bots in many types of games to prove who is better... So choose your avatar, and keep placing bombs to win every event! Up/Down/Left/Right Keys to Move, Spacebar to Place Bombs or Use Weapon (Keys Can Be Changed From
Options) Cannon Basketball 2 Play Basketball Cannon is back for more action and challenge, on each scene trying to collect all start and clean ball to solve the puzzle and get maximum score, are you able to complete all the levels? Mouse to aim and adjust the power of the shot. Earn To Die 2 Play
Exodus starts now, reach the refugee port to make the last plane leave the nightmare, so jump on your car and try to car as far as you go, smashing the zombies up to the next checkpoint! Up: Accelerate, Down: Brake/Reverse, Left/Right: Tilt Car, X: Boost. Fairy High V0.5 Play Challenge the most
powerful wizards and magical gladiators in the world, fight like fairy tail guild members and engage in fights against opponents and defeat their punches, kicks and some powerful magical moves. A/W/S/D to Move, U/I/O/P/J/K/L for combat moves. Hockey Legends Play Bring your hockey team to glory!
Fighting for the championship or in thrilling 2p matches to see how you do with the puck, how many goals can you score, are you able to win the championship? Arrow keys to move (twice for dash), X to shoot/steal (punch fight), Z to supershot (uppercut in combat). Sports Heads Basketball Play
Challenge famous sport heads to one per basketball game. Gain your advantage by using the powerups that appear, score more points than your opponent before times run out to win the game. Left/Right to move, up to jump, space kick.load multiple games Comments on basket balls Level Pack 0
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